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Abstract. Data processing applications of the ATLAS experiment, such as event simulation
and reconstruction, spend considerable amount of time in the initialization phase. This phase
includes loading a large number of shared libraries, reading detector geometry and condition
data from external databases, building a transient representation of the detector geometry and
initializing various algorithms and services. In some cases the initialization step can take as
long as 10-15 minutes. Such slow initialization has a significant negative impact on overall CPU
efficiency of the production job, especially when the job is executed on opportunistic, often
short-lived, resources such as commercial clouds or volunteer computing. In order to improve
this situation, we can take advantage of the fact that ATLAS runs large numbers of production
jobs with similar configuration parameters (e.g. jobs within the same production task). This
allows us to checkpoint one job at the end of its configuration step and then use the generated
checkpoint image for rapid startup of thousands of production jobs. By applying this technique
we can bring the initialization time of a job from tens of minutes down to just a few seconds. In
addition to that we can leverage container technology for restarting checkpointed applications
on the variety of computing platforms, in particular of platforms different from the one on which
the checkpoint image was created.

We will describe the mechanism of creating checkpoint images of Geant4 simulation jobs
with AthenaMP (the multi-process version of the ATLAS data simulation, reconstruction and
analysis framework Athena) and the usage of these images for running ATLAS Simulation
production jobs on volunteer computing resources (ATLAS@Home) and on Supercomputers.

1. Introduction
The ATLAS Experiment [1] processes its data at over 140 computing centers around the world
using more than 4 million CPU-hours/day. Even at such a massive scale, the data processing
of the experiment is resource-limited. The ATLAS physics program will strongly benefit from
applying more compute resources to Monte Carlo simulation, and over the next decade the
situation will become even more critical with the LHC [2] and ATLAS upgrade programs bringing
an order of magnitude increase in computing requirements. In view of the steady demand for
new computing resources, it becomes very important for the experiment not only to efficiently
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use all CPU power available to it, but also to pro-actively leverage computing resources it does
not own, such as commercial clouds, supercomputers and volunteer computing.

In order to effectively use all available CPU-cores on a compute node, ATLAS is running
the majority of its production workflows using AthenaMP [3] - a process-parallel version of the
ATLAS data processing framework Athena. An AthenaMP job starts as a serial process (the
master), which first goes through the application initialization phase, initializes and allocates as
much memory as possible and then forks several event processors (workers). The workers run
in parallel and process all events assigned to the given job. They share a substantial fraction of
process memory and this memory sharing is provided solely by the Linux kernel copy-on-write
(COW) mechanism. The serial part of an AthenaMP job (initialization in the master process)
includes loading a large number of shared libraries, reading detector geometry and conditions
data from external databases, building a transient representation of the detector geometry and
initializing various components of the framework. In some cases, e.g. a slow connection to an
external database, such an initialization step can take as long as 10-15 minutes. This may have
a visible negative effect on CPU efficiency of the entire AthenaMP job, especially when the job
is executed on an opportunistic resource with a maximum allowed wall time of 1-2 hours.

For speeding up the initialization step of AthenaMP jobs, we can benefit from the fact that
in ATLAS production workflows a very large number of jobs can have almost identical job
configuration. For example, all jobs within the same simulation production task have the same
geometry and physics process configuration and only very few configuration parameters (e.g.
input file name) change from job to job. This allows us to run one sample job from such a task,
checkpoint it just after the initialization step and then use the generated checkpoint image for
fast startup of all jobs within the same task, with only minimal modifications of the configuration
parameters after the restart.

There are a number of use-cases where HEP software in general and ATLAS software in
particular can benefit from leveraging the process checkpoint-restart technique [4]. In our
studies so far we investigated how we can apply this technique to avoid the time-consuming
initialization step of ATLAS Geant4 Simulation [5, 6] production jobs. In this paper we describe
preliminary results obtained on two platforms: Volunteer Computing (ATLAS@Home [7]) and
the Intel Knights Landing (KNL) supercomputer Cori at the National Energy Research Scientific
Computing Center (NERSC), Berkeley, USA.

2. DMTCP - a tool for process checkpoint-restart
DMTCP (Distributed MultiThreaded Checkpointing) [8] is a free, open source tool which
implements a process checkpoint-restart on the library level. It supports single-threaded, multi-
threaded and multi-process applications running either on a single host or in a distributed
environment. One of the main advantages of DMTCP is that it implements transparent
checkpointing in user space with no modifications required either to user code or to the OS.

DMTCP supports two strategies for creating checkpoint images: a checkpoint can be triggered
by an external process (dmtcp coordinator) or by the application itself. In the latter case the
application decides when it is a good time to checkpoint itself and does so by calling the DMTCP
API functions.

By default, when a checkpoint image is generated, DMTCP uses gzip for compressing the
image file. If necessary, users can disable this feature via the DMTCP command-line interface.
The compressed images use considerably less space on disk (a factor of 3 reduction was observed
for ATLAS simulation images), but take a somewhat longer time to restart.

For our studies of AthenaMP checkpoint-restart, we used DMTCP version 2.4.5, which has
been integrated into the ATLAS offline software release as an external package.
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3. Checkpoint-Restart of AthenaMP
Athena/AthenaMP Monte Carlo production jobs are managed by the ATLAS workload
management system Panda [9]. These jobs use specialized python wrappers, so called job
transformations. One of the main purposes of a job transformation is to collect various
configuration parameters via command-line options and to pass them over to the underlying
Athena job. In order to support the process checkpoint-restart mechanism we introduced two
new command-line options to the job transformation code: --checkpoint and --restart.

When the --checkpoint option is used, AthenaMP checkpoints itself at the end of
the initialization step by calling the corresponding DMTCP API functions and then exits
immediately. This operation generates a checkpoint image file as well as some auxiliary scripts,
which are needed by DMTCP for restarting from this image later on. All these files are stored
into an archive file for later usage.

In order to restart AthenaMP from a checkpoint image, the location of the checkpoint archive
file is passed to the job transformation as a value of the --restart command-line option. In
this case, instead of starting AthenaMP the normal way, the transformation first unpacks the
checkpoint archive into the job’s run directory and then sources the auxiliary DMTCP script,
which restarts AthenaMP from the checkpoint image. The first thing AthenaMP does after
the restart is to update some of the configuration parameters, e.g. the input file name and the
number of events to process. AthenaMP reads this information from a special file created by
the job transformation, which contains the current job configuration. After that AthenaMP
proceeds with processing events in the usual way.

4. Portability of checkpoint images
Today ATLAS is running its production jobs in a heterogeneous computing environment. Jobs
from the same production task can be executed at different production sites with potentially
different computing platforms. Hence, from the perspective of the utilization of process
checkpoint-restart, it is desirable to generate one checkpoint image once per task and to be
able to use this image for launching jobs on heterogeneous platforms.

This is a challenging task, since DMTCP expects the same or very similar environment on
the restart host compared to the checkpoint host. In order to work around this limitation we
can leverage either virtual machine (VM) or container technologies. In particular, by using the
same VM/container image for checkpoints and restarts the above requirement can be met.

Another issue, which we encountered during our tests and which can affect the portability
of the checkpoint images, is the access to external resources (e.g. databases). For example,
if a checkpointed job was configured to read data from a database which is accessible only
for machines within a local network, then an attempt to restart such application at a remote
site will lead to database connection errors. In order to deal with these kind of problems, the
restarted application must be able to properly modify its configuration parameters (e.g. database
connection string) required for accessing external resources.

5. Testing with production workloads
5.1. Volunteer Computing (ATLAS@Home)
ATLAS@Home is a research project which uses volunteer computing to execute detector
simulation jobs with Geant4. On one hand it helps the experiment in finding free CPU cycles in
a time of limited funding increases, and on the other hand it is an outreach tool to get the public
involved in ATLAS. Like the majority of volunteer computing projects, ATLAS@Home is based
on the BOINC [10] platform, which has built-in support for virtualization using VirtualBox [11].
Virtualization is required mainly because the majority of volunteers run the Windows operating
system and Athena requires a Linux environment. ATLAS@Home is fully integrated into the
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ATLAS workflow management system, such that from outside it looks like a regular grid site,
and over the past 3 years ATLAS has simulated almost 200 million events using ATLAS@Home.

ATLAS@Home makes a good choice for a prototype platform to test the process checkpoint-
restart technique for speeding up AthenaMP initialization time. Since jobs run inside a virtual
machine, the environment can be fully controlled, i.e. the same VM image can be used for
making checkpoint images and for restarting from them. There are several reasons which make
fast initialization on ATLAS@Home rather important. Jobs in ATLAS@Home usually run for
1-2 hours, which increases the fraction of the initialization step in the overall job wall time with
respect to “standard” production jobs running on the Grid. In addition volunteers may have a
poor Internet connection which can lead to a very long initialization phase while data is read
from external servers.

For testing the checkpoint-restart mechanism, we ran an interactive job inside ATLAS@Home
VM, created a tarball with compressed checkpoint image and saved the tarball in the VM image.
Preliminary results showed that the performance gains coming from restarting from a checkpoint
image on ATLAS@Home strongly depend on external database access speed. In cases of fast
database access ATLAS Geant4 simulation job initializes in ∼4 minutes, while for nodes with
slow database access this number can go up to ∼20 minutes. By restarting from a checkpoint
image we eliminate all need for database access during initialization and the restart usually
takes 15-20 seconds, which is a rather significant improvement even for jobs with a fast database
connection.

5.2. Intel KNL supercomputer
Cori is a Cray XC40 supercomputer at NERSC, Berkeley, USA. It is a unique system among
supercomputers of its size with two different kinds of nodes: 2.4k Intel Xeon “Haswell” processor
nodes (Cori Phase 1) and 9.7k Intel Xeon Phi “Knight’s Landing” nodes (Cori Phase 2). ATLAS
has been running Geant4 simulation production workflows on Cori KNL nodes since July 2017.
In August 2017 the experiment simulated 135 million events on NERSC supercomputers, most
of them on Cori Phase 2.

ATLAS simulation production jobs on Cori do not need to access external databases for
reading detector geometry and condition data. Instead they use frozen snapshots of these
databases stored in SQLite files on the Cori shared file system. Nevertheless, individual CPU
cores on Intel KNL processors have considerably less processing power than, for example, CPU
cores on Intel Haswell processors (1.4 GHz vs 2.3 GHz) and, as a result, on KNL we observe a
significant slowdown of the serial initialization step of AthenaMP jobs.

To study performance gains from the usage of the process checkpoint-restart technique on
Intel KNL, we created two types of checkpoint images: compressed and uncompressed. The
image archive files were unpacked into the job run directories prior to submitting test jobs to
the Cori batch queue, such that the jobs did not have to use additional time on unpacking
archives. Using this approach we tested compressed and uncompressed checkpoint images and
compared the results to startup times of conventional AthenaMP jobs. For each configuration
we ran 300 single-node jobs. The results of our studies are presented in Table 1. The job startup
time was measured between launching AthenaMP and the moment it forked worker processes.
The results show that even with a compressed checkpoint image we can achieve a 13-fold speedup
of job startup time with respect to conventional AthenaMP, while for uncompressed images the
performance gains are much larger.

6. Summary and Outlook
We have successfully tested the DMTCP tool for checkpoint-restart of Geant4 simulation
jobs in the multi-process framework AthenaMP. First tests with production ATLAS jobs on
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Table 1. AthenaMP Simulation Startup Times on Cori KNL Nodes.

Image size Startup time (sec) Startup speedup

Conventional AthenaMP N/A 663.1± 22.8 1
Compressed image 550MB 50± 9.7 13.3x
Uncompressed image 1.8GB 20.8± 9.1 31.5x

ATLAS@Home and Intel KNL platforms have demonstrated that by restarting from checkpoint
images we can considerably speedup job startup times.

There are however several improvements to be implemented before deploying on a larger
scale. We plan to run more tests in order to demonstrate that by restarting from a checkpoint
image we do not introduce a visible penalty into the event processing throughput. Also the
process of creating and distributing checkpoint images must be automated and the results of
the jobs restarted from checkpoint images must be validated for physics correctness.
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